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Highlights
This report summarizes notable events discussed on jihadist Web forums during the second half of
November 2014. Following are the main points covered in the report:


Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) harshly criticizes the declaration made by Abu Bakr
al-Baghdadi, the leader of the Islamic State (IS), of the establishment of an Islamic Caliphate
under his leadership. AQAP also criticizes the expansion of the IS into additional provinces
outside of Syria and Iraq that are not under its direct authority. According to AQAP, this trend
also sows the seeds of conflict and division among the mujahideen and does not contribute to
the war effort against the enemies of Islam. In response to these developments, AQAP renews
its oath of allegiance to Sheikh Ayman al-Zawahiri, the leader of Al-Qaeda, and to Sheikh Mullah
Omar, the leader of the Taliban in Afghanistan.



The Islamic Emirate in Afghanistan claims responsibility for a mass terrorist attack against the
International Relief and Development diplomatic compound in Kabul, the capital of Afghanistan.



Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM) publishes a video in which two western prisoners
being held captive by the organization appeal to the governments of Holland and France to
secure their release.



French members of the IS call on Muslims in France to carry out terror attacks on French soil
and terrorize the French in any way possible if they are unable to join the ranks of the
organization.



Three provinces in Libya – Barqa (in the east), Tripoli (in the west) and Fezzan (in the south) –
are declared to be official provinces of the Islamic State.



The IS continues its propaganda campaign, which is aimed as demonstrating its ability to govern
the territory under its authority and expresses an idealization of reality.



The Sharia Council of Ansar al-Sharia in Libya conducts an interview with its member, Sheikh
Abu Abdullah al-Libi, about the organization and its battle in Libya. According to him, an all-out
war is being waged against the organization by the West and by General Haftar’s regime in both
the military and public relations spheres. Al-Libi warns tribal leaders in Libya not to collaborate
with Western forces or they will pay a heavy price.
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New Publications
Ideology
The Rift between Al-Qaeda and the Islamic State


“The Media Front to Support the Islamic State” published an announcement titled, “There is No
Solution to Disputes Other Than the Caliphate”. According to the announcement, since the
death of Sheikh Osama bin Laden, Al-Qaeda and its various affiliates have begun to deviate from
the correct path, and the more that the Islamic State expands and strengthens, so do AlQaeda’s accusations against it. Al-Zawahiri and al-Julani are afraid of losing their power and
influence and, therefore, they are trying to spread lies about the IS; however, the truth is that
the Islamic Caliphate is the only solution to the problems of the Muslim Nation.1



A visitor to the Al-Minbar Al-Alami Al-Jihadi Web forum, which is affiliated with the IS, asked
members of the forum if the IS considers the Al-Nusra Front to be a heretical organization. Two
prominent visitors to the forum answered in the negative and one of them even elaborated:
Verbally, al-Adnani (the spokesman for the IS) never referred to the Al-Nusra Front as heretical
but rather it called its members traitors; and, in practice, many members of the Al-Nusra Front
swore allegiance to the IS and none of them were forced to repent as is required of those who
are considered heretics.2

Oaths of Allegiance to the Islamic State


The Ifruqya jihadist media institution, which serves as a platform for AQIM, published an official
statement that it had sworn allegiance to Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi and the IS. It emphasized that,
despite the oath of allegiance, the media institution would continue to support other jihad
fighters in the Maghreb, the Sahara and the Horn of Africa: “We will continue to help them,
publish their news items and implore (Muslims) to help them […]”. Finally, the media institution
called on all Muslims in the Maghreb to reject the local regimes and democracy, and to swear
allegiance to the Caliph, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.3

Strategy
1

https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb (Arabic).
https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb (Arabic).
3
https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb (Arabic).
2
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A visitor to the Shumukh al-Islam jihadist Web forum published correspondence in which he
tried to point out weaknesses in the A-10 Thunderbolt II plane (“Warthog”), in an attempt to
enable members of the IS to combat it in a more productive way as it arrived in Kuwait for the
purpose of attacking members of the organization.4 The main mission of the A-10 is to attack
tanks, armored vehicles, and other ground targets with limited air defense.

A photo of the A-10 Thunderbolt II plane

Promoting the Myth of the Martyr


The media institution of the “Mujahideen Shura Council in the Environs of Jerusalem” published
a video containing the last will and testament of a member of the organization named Abdallah
Awni al-Fara Abu Qatada. In his will, Abu Qatada emphasized the importance of fulfilling the
commandment of jihad, praised the martyr’s death, and called on Muslims to embrace jihad
and the other commandments of Islam, such as prayer to God. Abu Qatada, a resident of Khan
Yunis in the Gaza Strip, was killed on July 21, 2014 by Israeli aircraft.5

The video banner
4
5

https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
https://shamikh1.info/vb; https://al-fidaa.com/vb (both in Arabic).
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The Sawt al-Islam jihadist media institution, which serves as a platform for publications by the
Turkistan Islamic Party, a Salafi jihadist organization in Xinjiang Province in China with ties to AlQaeda, published a video titled, “Lovers of Paradise – Part 13”.6

The video banner



The Ifriqya jihadist media institution, which swore allegiance to the IS, published an article
titled, “Tear for a Mujahid” (24 pp.) by Abu Ubayda al-Jazayiri, a jihad fighter in the Maghreb.
The article included a short biography and eulogy for a member of the organization named Abd
al-Hamid (1966-2000), a native of Jijel Province in Algeria who joined the mujahideen in
Afghanistan in 1993.7



The media institution of the IS in Saladdin Province in Iraq praised the suicide bomber, Abu
Hamza al-Maghribi, who detonated among Iraqi army forces in the city of Biji.8

6

https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
8
https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
7
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Abu Hamza al-Maghribi



A visitor to the Al-Fida jihadist Web forum published a biography of a martyr named Salim bin
Ghazi (1973-2014), a member of Ansar al-Sharia in Yemen. According to the announcement, bin
Ghazi was killed on April 19, 2014 in an air strike on a mujahideen camp in Al-Mahfad Province.9

Salim bin Ghazi

Magazines


The Islamic State’s Al-Hayat jihadist media institution published the fifth issue of the magazine,
Dabiq. The magazine’s articles included: a review of operations in Al-Anbar Province in Iraq and
in the city of Kobane in northern Syria, a presentation of the new coins expected to come into
use in the Islamic Caliphate, the presentation of new arenas of jihad where the IS has gained
support (the Arabian Peninsula, Yemen, Sinai, Libya and Algeria), and coverage of terrorist
attacks that were recently carried out in Western countries.10

9

https://al-fidaa.com/vb (Arabic).
https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb (Arabic).

10
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The fifth edition of Dabiq



Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen, Al-Qaeda’s branch in Somalia, published a special issue of the
magazine Gaidi, in English. The current issue was dedicated to the last speech given by Sheikh
Mukhtar Abu Zubayr, the leader of Al-Shabab who was killed in the beginning of September in
an American drone strike, regarding the persecution of Muslims in Mombasa, Kenya and in
Bangui in the Central African Republic. In his speech, Zubayr called on Muslims in Africa,
especially in Kenya and Central Africa, to forcefully resist the oppression carried out by local
regimes, which he accused of taking part in the Crusader conspiracy to suppress Islam in Africa.
According to him, the trend of oppression of Muslims is also taking place in other areas of the
world, including Myanmar, Palestine and East Turkistan.11

11

https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
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The issue banner



The third issue was published of the magazine, Jund al-Aqsa, which is published by a Salafi
jihadist group in Syria by the same name. The issue’s articles included: the organization’s
success in purging northern Syria of forces loyal to the American coalition, such as the Syria
Revolutionaries Front; the challenge posed by coalition forces’ air strikes; a historical review of
the collaboration between the Alawites in Syria and French Colonialism forces in the last
century; the biography of Abdul 'Aziz al-Qatari, the founder of the organization; and a eulogy for
him after his body was found in the rubble.12

12

https://twitter.com/safaa159/status/538765968974299136 (Arabic).
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From left to right: Abdul 'Aziz al-Qatari, the founder of the organization who was killed; the issue banner



Issue no, 24 of the magazine, Al-Naba, was published. The magazine is published by the IS and
reviews the organization’s operations.13

Reports from the Field
Afghanistan-Pakistan
The situation in Afghanistan continued to be tense. The Taliban carried out several different
types of attacks as foreign forces left the country.
On November 23, 2014 at least 50 people were killed, most of them civilians, during the final
match of a volleyball tournament in eastern Afghanistan.

The suicide bomber arrived with

explosives strapped to his body, penetrated the gallery and detonated himself among the large
group of spectators. No claim of responsibility for the attack has been made. 14 On November 27,
2014 five people were killed, including two British citizens, in a car bomb explosion at the British
Embassy in Kabul. The Taliban claimed responsibility for the attack, in which at least 30 others were
injured in addition to the casualties.15 On November 29, 2014 Taliban forces attacked a guest house

13

https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb (Arabic).
http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/23/suicide-bomber-kills-at-least-40-volleyball-matchafghanistan (English).
15
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/11/27/us-afghanistan-blast-idUSKCN0JB0IF20141127 (English).
14
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for foreign nationals located near the Parliament in Kabul. Taliban fighters killed two of the guests,
European citizens who worked for the Afghan government, in an attack that apparently included a
suicide bomber and several gunmen.16
Meanwhile, US President Barack Obama approved the expansion of American military
powers in Afghanistan. Despite his previous declaration according to which the mission of the 9,800
US soldiers left in Afghanistan was to pursue Al-Qaeda remnants, he instructed them to carry out
missions against the Taliban.17
Tensions continued in Pakistan as well. On November 21, 2014 six gunmen were killed in US
drone strikes against members of Al-Qaeda in northern Waziristan.18

The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan


During the second half of November 2014, the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan published the
following:
o A denial of responsibility for an attack that was carried out on November 23, 2014 at a
sports square in Yayha Khel in Paktika Province. According to the announcement, several
“militia commanders” and many civilians were killed in the suicide attack. According to
the Emirate, its members were very careful not to harm the civilian population because,
among other reasons, it goes against shari’a and the instructions of the emir of the
Emirate, Mullah Omar. In light of this, the Emirate decided to appoint a delegation to
investigate the circumstances that led to the failure. It also stated that the delegation
was investing efforts in exposing the identity of the attackers. In addition, the Emirate
expressed deep regret for the deaths of civilians and expressed solidarity with the
families of the victims. Finally, it emphasized that strongly rejects any attempt by

16

http://www.theguardian.com/world/2014/nov/29/two-die-taliban-attack-guesthouse-kabul-afghanistan
(English).
17
http://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/white-house-gives-commanders-broaderauthority-to-support-afghan-troops/2014/11/22/8741f2fc-724e-11e4-ad12-3734c461eab6_story.html
(English).
18
http://www.reuters.com/article/2014/11/21/us-pakistan-drones-idUSKCN0J50DB20141121 (Arabic).
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intelligence agencies in Kabul to tie the Emirate, and especially the Haqqani network (a
family known to collaborate with the Taliban in Afghanistan), to the attack. 19
o A claim of responsibility by Zubihullah Mujahid, spokesman for the Islamic Emirate in
Afghanistan, for an attack that was carried out by members of the Emirate against the
International Relief and Development diplomatic compound in the area of Wazir Akbar
Khan, in the heart of Kabul, on November 27, 2014. According to him, the attack began
with shooting by three mujahideen following a car bomb explosion at the security gate.
After the security barriers were removed, one mujahid was killed and two others
managed to breach the compound and position themselves at important points: “In
accordance with the plan, they began to strike pre-determined targets”. As a result of
the attack, senior officials were killed as well as American intelligence officials, and a
large number of high-level security officials and others were injured. Finally, the
spokesman emphasized that the success of a small number of mujahideen in causing so
much damage to the enemy in the heart of the capital of Kabul where thousands of
soldiers and intelligence officials were located was proof of the mujahideen’s great
courage and valor.20
o An announcement by Zubihullah Mujahid, spokesman for the Islamic Emirate in
Afghanistan, regarding statements made by a spokesman for the Afghan National
Intelligence. The announcement stated that the claims by the National Intelligence
agency regarding the death of the Emir of the Faithful and the start of disputes among
the mujahideen were nothing but lies intended to cover up the ongoing failure of the
intelligence agency to prevent the operations of the mujahideen. The operations being
carried out, and those that will be carried out, by the Islamic Emirate will prove that the
organization was not damaged and that its leader is, indeed, alive.21
o A video documenting preparations by Emirate activists for an attack against the Shorab
Airport in Helmand, Afghanistan.22

19

https://al-fidaa.com/vb (Arabic).
https://al-fidaa.com/vb (Arabic).
21
http://shabakataljahad.com/vb (Arabic).
22
https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
20
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Clips from the video

The Arabian Peninsula
Houthi rebels, a Shi’ite minority supported by Iran, continued to strengthen their hold on
areas that they had conquered, especially the capital of Sana’a, which it took control of in
September 2014. In response to the wave of occupations, Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP)
promised to concentrate efforts on fighting against the Houthis and referred to them as allies of the
US, which is helping them to break the power of the Sunni mujahideen in Yemen. In a different
context, the organization criticized the Islamic State’s declaration of the establishment of an Islamic
Caliphate in Syria and Iraq.23
Sunni tribes in Marib Province were also preparing to deal with the Houthis out of concern
that the latter will seize control of oil centers in their territory. They warned the President of Yemen,
Abd Rabbu Mansour Hadi, that they would take the law into their own hands and prevent the
Houthis from taking such a step if the government fails to restraint the Houthis. Hadi responded that
the governor of Marib Province and Yemeni army units stationed in the region are meant to provide
protection to the residents but his answer did not satisfy them and, in response, they began to
prepare against a Houthi invasion.24
A significant event that took place during the second half of November 2014 was the rescue
of eight hostages (six Yemeni citizens, one Saudi citizen and one Ethiopian citizen), who were being

23

http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2014/11/21/al-qaeda-yemen-isis_n_6198534.html (English).
http://www.middleeasteye.net/news/yemen-tribes-mareb-raise-alarm-over-houthis-advance-1797839777
(English).
24
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held by AQAP in a cave in Hadramawt Province, by the Sea Lions commando unit of the US Navy
together with Yemeni army forces. The goal of the operation was to rescue an American captive but
he was moved to another hiding place before the operation.25

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula


During the second half of November 2014, the jihadist media institution of AQAP, Al-Malahem,
published the following:
o A video by Sheikh Hareth al-Nadhari, a senior cleric in the organization, in which he
referred to a recorded speech by the leader of the IS, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi titled, “Even
if the Unbelievers May Detest It”, which was published on November 13, 2014. In the
framework of his speech, al-Nadhari accused the IS of sowing “fitna” (dissension) among
the mujahideen and called on the IS to rescind its demand for oaths of allegiance by
other jihadist organizations. He added that he and other members of AQAP were
renewing their oath of allegiance to Ayman al-Zawahiri and Mullah Omar. Regarding the
conflict in Syria, al-Nadhari proposed establishing a shari’a court to judge between the
opposing factions, which would enable them to reunite against the Assad regime. In
addition, al-Nadhari criticized the announcement of the Islamic State’s expansion into
areas not under its authority, such as Egypt, Libya, Algeria and Yemen. Al-Nadhari ended
his statement with a call on supporters of Al-Qaeda and the IS to avoid engaging in
clashes and arguments on the Internet, and instead encouraged them to dedicate their
time and energy to supporting the fighters in their battle against the “Crusaders, the
Shi’ites and the apostates”.26
o A recorded speech by Abu Hurayra Qasem al-Rimi, a member of the organization’s Shura
Council, titled, “The American-Houthi Alliance in Yemen”. In his speech, al-Rimi attacked
Houthi efforts to take control of Yemen and he accused the US of helping the Houthis in
order to achieve this goal by using drones, among other things. In response, al-Rimi
promised to carry out a series of terrorist attacks to defend Sunnis in the country.27

25

http://www.haaretz.co.il/news/world/middle-east/.premium-1.2497863 (Hebrew).
https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb; http://goo.gl/99VAxH
27
http://www.shabakataljahad.net/vb (Arabic).
26
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Abu Hurayra Qasem al-Rimi accusing the US and the Houthis of collaboration

o A video documenting a raid by members of the organization of a Yemeni army post in
Hadramawt Province. The video was published in the framework of a series of
publications titled, “From the Field”.28

Iraq
The end of November was marked by the completion of Iraq’s budget preparation by the
Council of Ministers in the country. According to the estimates, the budget will stand at 100 billion
dollars, a quarter of which will be allocated to security and defense.29 The amounts were revealed
against the backdrop of an investigation carried out by the Iraqi government, which revealed that
salaries were paid to 50,000 “ghost soldiers” who received a steady salary without reporting for
duty.30 According to the estimates, the sums to be invested in the field of security will change the
bleak outlook of the situation indicated by data published by the UN regarding the previous year in
Iraq. According to that data, approximately 10,000 people were killed in Iraq between JanuaryNovember 2014, and approximately 20,000 others were injured.31 Despite the difficult figures, Iraqi
forces claimed that, under the cover of coalition forces attacks, they had managed to regain control
over areas that had been under IS control since last June, including the strategic city of Baiji and
other sites such as Amerli, Sulaiman Bek, Jarf al-Sakhr, Zammar, as well as the dam in Diyala

28

https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
http://goo.gl/4TOH7k
30
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arabic/middleeast/2014/11/141130_iraq_troops_payroll (Arabic).
31
http://goo.gl/LrzrX6
29
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Province.32 In addition, the Iraqi army claimed that it had regained control over Jalawla and AsSadiyah in Diyala Province.33

The Islamic State (the Islamic Caliphate)


The jihadist media institution of the Islamic State, Al-Furqan, published another chapter (no. 6)
in the series titled, “Lend Me Your Ears - Messages from the British Detainee John Cantlie”, In
this chapter, Cantlie expressed regret and indignation over America’s disregard for his fate and
the fate of other Westerners being held captive by the IS, in contrast to the negotiations that
the US held with the Taliban in Afghanistan regarding the release of captives. He added that on
July 4, 2014 the US had tried to free him in a military operation that cost a fortune. The IS had
been prepared for such an operation and had moved the prisoner to another hiding place
without having to invest costly resources. In the end, the operation failed. Cantlie further noted
that the US National Security Council was causing problems in terms of his release. For example,
it prevented his mother from paying a ransom in exchange for his release from captivity. Since
2008, France has paid 58 million dollars in ransom payments to various Islamic organizations,
approximately 10 million dollars per year, for the release of its citizens from captivity. However,
the US and Britain prefer to take other, risky, steps and are unwilling to negotiate for the
release of their citizens. Finally, Cantlie emphasized that all of the coalition’s efforts to defeat
the IS are doomed to fail and require vast material resources from the West.34

The publication banner

32

http://goo.gl/sxfzLl
http://www.bbc.co.uk/arabic/middleeast/2014/11/141123_iraq_diayla_clashes (Arabic).
34
https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
33
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The jihadist media institution of the Islamic State, Al-‘Itisam, published a video titled, “Live
Messages from the Rebel City, Baiji”. The video included threats by IS fighters in the city of Baiji
and covered an operation that they carried out against Iraqi army forces. According to the
video, the operation began with the dispatch of two suicide bombers in explosives-ridden cars,
one after the other, towards a military outpost after which ground forces raided the site. 35

Part of the battles in Baiji



The Shari’a Council of the IS produced an Islamic Hijri calendar for the Islamic Caliphate.36

The calendar month of Safar, the second month according to the Islamic calendar

35
36

https://www.alplatformmedia.com/vb (Arabic).
https://shamikh1.info/vb (Arabic).
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The IS published a statement reporting the execution of kidnapped American, Peter Kassig, who
was taken captive by the organization in October 2013. In November 2014, a video was
published showing his severed head.37

The Islamic State – Mosul


The jihadist media institution of the Islamic State, Al-Hayat, published a video titled, “A Visit to
Mosul”. In the video, a Russian-speaking member of the organization (accompanied by Arabic
and English subtitles) described the takeover of the city of Mosul. The video was also intended
to portray a pastoral picture of routine life in Mosul in the framework of which residents enjoy
security, an Islamic court system, the ability to practice authentic Islam, etc. In addition, an
Arabic-speaking member of the organization described how shari’a is implemented in Mosul. 38

The video banner

The Islamic State - Baghdad


The media wing of the Islamic State in Baghdad published a statement regarding a terrorist
attack that was carried out by the martyr, Abu Mu‘awiya al-Faluji. According to the statement,
al-Faluji saw the attack in his dream and decided to carry it out as he saw it: he detonated in a
car next to a UN delegation that was sent to help in the war against Muslims.39

The Islamic State – Kirkuk Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Kirkuk Province published the following:
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o A filmed review titled, “Studies in the Shadow of the Islamic Caliphate”. The photos
showed students at a boys’ school in the city of Hawija studying and playing while
holding the black flag of the organization.40

Studies sponsored by the IS in Kirkuk Province

o A statement regarding a terrorist attack that was carried out by a martyr named Abd AlRahman al-Kurdi in the city of Irbil. According to the statement, on November 19, 2014
IS fighters successfully broke through the security barriers of the Kurdistan government
and sent al-Kurdi in an explosives-ridden car into the heart of the city of Irbil, which until
then had been considered a place safe from the IS. Al-Kurdi detonated the car bomb
among a gathering of infidels, killing and injuring 58 of them.41
o A statement regarding an attack that was carried out by members of the IS in the city of
Khaled in the province. According to the statement, on November 26, 2014 a group of IS
fighters managed to penetrate the headquarters of the Peshmerga (the Kurdish militia
fighting against the IS), killing and injuring dozens of Kurdish fighters.42

The Islamic State – Al-Furat Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Al-Furat Province published the following:
o A filmed review regarding the distribution of messages concerning the introduction of
new coins for use in the “Islamic Caliphate” territories. The review documented message
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boards on which the announcement was posted as well as the distribution of flyers on
the subject to passer-by in the province.43

Publications concerning the issuing of new coins on billboards in Al-Furat Province

o A video regarding PR activities in the province, including videos on IS activities and the
distribution of pamphlets. According to the video, the IS operates 13 mobile and
stationary informational stands in the province and plans to operate six more. 44
o A video including several short interviews with IS “Ribat” fighters (who guard the
borders of the land of Islam). The fighters – who were filmed at guard stations at night –
threatened tyrants and emphasized that they were standing firm despite the cold and
the air attacks by coalition forces.45
o A filmed review of the establishment of a public space to serve as a marketplace for
stalls. The review explained that the Service Bureau for Muslims was behind the
initiative; the bureau is responsible for several areas, including road construction and
maintenance, the establishment of markets, and the supply of water and electricity. 46
o A filmed review of the confiscation and destruction of cigarettes following the capture of
11 runaway trucks by the Al-Hisba Bureau, an Islamic organization responsible for
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overseeing the promotion of virtue and prevention of vice, which also serves as the
“morality police”.47

Documentation of the burning of cigarettes

o A video documenting the seizure of a cache of secret weapons belonging to the “Iraqi
Hamas movement”, an Islamic movement in Iraq.48

The Islamic State – Saladin Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Saladin Province published the following:
o A filmed review of a meeting between members of the IS and members of the Al-Ubayd
tribe. During the meeting, members of the IS listened to the requests of the tribal
members, held a joint prayer, toured the area, and lastly led an oath of allegiance
ceremony by tribal members to the leader of the organization, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi.49
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Members of the Al-Ubayd tribe swearing allegiance to the Islamic State

o A claim of responsibility for three suicide attacks that were carried out in the city of Baiji.
The announcements published the aliases of the terrorists who carried out the attacks:
Abu Jawhar al-Shami – who detonated a truck bomb containing four tons of explosive
material among a crowd of Iraqi soldiers, killing many and causing a lot of damage to
military equipment;50 Abu Hamza al-Maghribi – who detonated a car bomb containing
1.8 tons of powerful explosive material among a crown of Iraqi soldiers, killing several of
them and destroying several tanks;51 and Abu Hajer Al-Baritani from Britain.52 In all three
attacks, the terrorists used vehicles laden with a large amount of explosive material that
detonated in areas with large concentrations of Iraqi soldiers, with the goal of killing
soldiers and destroying vehicles.
o A message from a Saudi operative who was later killed, known as Abu Abd al-Aziz alJazrawi, in which he challenged the Saudi government and accused it of cowardice due
to its participation in air strikes. He also called on young Saudis to perform hijra and join
the IS, and he promised his “brothers and sisters in the jail of the apostates” that the
time will come when they will be rescued from prison.53
o A video documenting an attack against a hummer vehicle belonging to Iraqi security
forces in the city of Samara.54
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o A video titled, “Those who bear the wound of their nation – Part I”. In the video, an IS
fighter threatened coalition forces that they would pay a heavy price for fighting against
the IS. According to him, IS fighters bear the burden of the battle against enemies of
Islam and Muslims.55

The video banner

The Islamic State - Nineveh Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Nineveh Province published the following:
o A video titled, “Blood of Jihad 2”, documenting the “Lion Cubs of the Caliphate”, which
was designed for children and youth at the Abu Musʿab al-Zarqawi training camp.
According to the video, the training is carried out at three levels: physical training
(fitness development, martial arts), military training (urban warfare, guerrilla warfare),
and religious studies (shari’a, ethics and law).56

A training camp for children in Nineveh Province sponsored by the Islamic State
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The Islamic State – Diyala Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Diyala Province published the following:
o A series of photos documenting battles between members of the organization and Iraqi
army forces.57
o A filmed review titled, “Photos from the Land of Jihad (3)”, which showed photos of
corpses of soldiers from the Iraqi army and Shi’ite militias, the destruction of houses
belonging to those with ties to the Shi’ite regime, and the placing of IS signs throughout
the city.58
o A video titled, “Masoud’s Soldiers under the Feet of Lions”, regarding Masoud Barzani,
President of Iraqi Kurdistan. The video showed several IS fighters who took control of an
outpost from the Kurdish Peshmerga forces. After describing the course of the battle,
the video showed the corpses of Kurdish soldiers and officers who were killed during the
battle.59
o A statement regarding a failed attack by Iraqi forces in northeast Diyala Province. The
announcement stated that the Iraqi army had used every possible platform to brag that
it was going to liberate large parts of Diyala Province from the control of the IS.
However, when army soldiers tried to attack and liberate the areas, IS fighters
ambushed them and attacked them with rockets, mortars, explosives, car bombs and
many other types of weapons. During the battle, dozens of Iraqi army officers were
killed, the army lost a large amount of supplies, and the army was forced to retreat in
panic despite American aerial assistance.60
o A statement reporting the breach of the Iraqi army headquarters in the village of Bablan
– Al-Miqdadiyya in the province. According to the statement, IS fighters managed to
break into the building and attack the soldiers there with heavy weapons, killing and
injuring dozens of them. In addition, the mujahideen seized a great deal of military
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supplies from the place. The army tried to respond with rocket fire but the rocket struck
army forces and not the mujahideen, killing dozens more.61

Other jihadist organizations


Ansar al-Islam, a Salafi-jihadist organization in Iraq, published a book titled, “The Reality of Jihad
in Iraq”. The book recounted the history of the armed battle against American forces in Iraq
since its occupation in 2003.62

Al-Sham [The Levant]
With the winter approaching its climax, the United Nations expressed its concern over the
welfare of over 12 million people needing help in Syria during the current winter season.63 The
situation of refugees in Lebanon was especially severe due to the bitter cold and lack of appropriate
shelter.64
Although winter has resulted in a decrease in the intensity of fighting, the battles between
Syrian regime forces and opposition forces continued in several locations. Among other things,
regime forces repelled attacks by opposition forces in Nubl and Zahraa, north of Aleppo, killed
several fighters and destroyed vehicles in the area.65
Meanwhile, regime attacks against civilians continued. Over 300 people were killed and injured
in a bombing by Syrian fighter jets in Raqqa Province, 66 and dozens more were killed and injured in a
bombing by helicopters in Aleppo67 and Daraa68 using explosive barrels. The bombings continued
despite the condition set by the opposition party, the Syrian National Coalition: acceptance of the
proposal by Staffan de Mistura, the UN envoy assigned to resolve the conflict in Syria, on condition
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that the bombings stop and that three “security zones” be established in northern, southern and
western Syria.69

Syria
The Al-Nusra Front in Syria


During the second half of November 2014, the jihadist media institution of the Al-Nusra Front in
Syria, Al-Manarah al-Bayda, published the following:
o A statement titled, “Statement No. 17 – A Final Warning”, according to which Hezbollah
and the Lebanese government, which serve the interests of Iran, are hindering
negotiations for a prisoner exchange between them and the Al-Nusra Front. In addition,
they are creating the false impression that the Al-Nusra Front is the one hindering the
negotiations while demanding that they conceal the talks from the Lebanese public. The
Al-Nusra Front cautioned against this and demanded to start serious negotiations,
otherwise it will start executing the prisoners of war being held by the organization,
starting 24 hours after the statement’s publication.70
o An announcement clarifying the cooperation between the Al-Nusra Front and Ahrar alSham in running a shari’a court near Hamat and Idlib, and the reconciliation between
the two sides following a conflict that developed between several activists. 71



Sheikh Abu Mariyya al-Qahtani, a senior member of the organization’s Shura Council, used his
Twitter account to address the mujahideen in Lebanon, headed by the Abdullah Azzam
Brigades. According to him, the Lebanese arena is a sensitive arena in which emphasis must be
placed on fighting against Hezbollah due to its part in the battle alongside Assad’s forces against
Muslims in Syria, Lebanon and other places. He emphasized that the Al-Nusra Front ascribes
importance to the protection of Sunnis everywhere from dictators and hostile forces. He added
that the Lebanese army, which is composed of Sunnis, is mistaken in defending Hezbollah forces
and will find itself on the losing side should it continue with this support. In conclusion, alQahtani emphasized that circumstances demand a concentration of lofty efforts on fighting
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against Hezbollah in order to defend Sunnis.72


The Sayf Allah al-Shishani Brigades, which is composed of Chechen fighters operating in the
service of the Al-Nusra Front, published an apology to Syrians for the crimes committed by AlMuhajirun al-Ansar, a Chechen organization operating in the service of the IS. According to the
former, the latter recently carried out the wanton slaughter of the Syrian civilian population. 73



An activist known as Abu Basir al-Muhajir, who served as a religious cleric in the Al-Nusra Front
and defected from the organization, published a video in which he bitterly criticized the
organization. In the video, al-Muhajir attacked the organization’s religious authority, Dr. Sami alUraydi, claiming that he was exploiting the shari’a court to fulfil personal interests and order the
execution of opponents without sufficiently checking into the matter. In addition, al-Muhajir
accused the Al-Nusra Front of holding and torturing hundreds of prisoners from other factions,
leading to the death of many innocent people.74



The administration of the ‘Arin al-Mujahidin (Lion’s Den) jihadist Web forum, which serves as a
platform for the Al-Nusra Front’s official announcements, welcomed the joining of the AlFarooq jihadist media institution, which represents the Ansar al-Furqan group in Balochistan, to
the forum.75
This union was also expressed beyond the public relations aspect outside the Syrian arena
through Ansar al-Furqan’s recognition of the Al-Nusra Front as the legitimate representative of
Al-Qaeda in Syria, and its preference over the IS. In other words, it was an expression of the
ongoing rivalry between the Al-Nusra Front and the IS to win the hearts of jihad fighters in
various arenas of jihad.
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The logo of the Al-Farooq jihadist media institution

The Islamic State – Aleppo Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Aleppo Province published the following:
o A claim of responsibility for three suicide attacks that were carried out in the city of
Kobane (Ayn al-Arab). Two of them were carried out at the Murshid Binar border
crossing and the third took place at schools where “secular party forces” were
congregated. In addition, another fighter carried out an attack that ended with the
detonation of an explosive vest at a Kurdish PKK militia post that claimed the lives of
dozens of people, according to the statement.76
o A filmed review of the daily lives of residents of the province. The photos showed
residents shopping in the market, craftsmen working in their workshop, and children
playing in the park in order to create an impression of normal routine life.77
o A video by the A’maq news agency regarding the regulation of traffic on roads in
cities under the control of the IS in Aleppo Province. The video showed traffic
officers at work and included interviews with civilians who expressed their
satisfaction with the improvements in traffic and reduction of road congestion.78
o Photos documenting the daily lives of residents in Aleppo Province.79
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A photo of a resident in Aleppo Province

o Documentation of the destruction of the Holy Saints’ Shrines in Al-Jubul village,
which is near Al-Harariyya.80

The Holy Saints’ Shrines in Aleppo

The Islamic State – Al-Raqqah Province


The media wing of the Islamic State in Al-Raqqah Province published the following:
o A video titled, “The Islamic State is Expanding”. The video documented residents in the
province as they blessed the IS and its leader, Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi, in honor of the
oaths of allegiance received from around the world, especially from Sinai, Libya, Algeria
and the Arabian Peninsula. The video included photos of a convoy of cars carrying IS
members waving black flags in honor of the occasion.81
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IS activists in Al-Raqqa Province celebrating the oaths of allegiance made to the organization

The Sinai Peninsula and the Gaza Strip
The Egyptian army continued to fight against terrorist organizations in the Sinai Peninsula
following a murderous attack in which 33 Egyptian soldiers were killed. The terrorist organizations,
on their part, did not sit idle and carried out attacks that mainly targeted security forces.
On November 19, 2014 at least ten people were killed when a mortar bomb struck their
house in Rafah in northern Sinai. The civilians were killed during a gun battle between Egyptian
army forces and militants after the nightly curfew. It was first claimed that the army had blown up
the house by mistake but the army vehemently rejected the report and claimed that the mortars
that struck the house were launched by the militants.82
On November 23, 2014 an Egyptian police officer was killed and another one was injured by
an explosive charge in Al-Arish, in northern Sinai, as the two men stood near an armored vehicle. It
was also reported that the charge was likely detonated remotely.83

The Islamic State in Sinai Province (formerly Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis)


The media wing of the Islamic State in Sinai Province (formerly Ansar Bayt al-Maqdis) published
the following:
o A video titled, “Documentation of the Crimes of the Egyptian-Zionist Alliance against the
Residents of Sinai”. The video showed photos of the dead and wounded, and included
testimonies by residents of Sinai concerning the attacks. The video ended with a slide
that referred to “the massacres of innocents” that take place almost daily by drones
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belonging “to the Zionists”, and listed the dates of the attacks as well as the names of
those killed.84
o A claim of responsibility for several attacks that were carried out in the framework of
Operation “Acts of Vengeance for the Women of Egypt”. The attacks – which were
carried out by the Abu Ubayda al-Misri Martyrs Brigade in Sinai Province – included the
killing of three Egyptian army personnel in Cairo, the killing of an officer and a soldier in
Qalyubia Governorate, and the detonation of an explosive device targeting police forces
in Al-Arish.85


The jihadist media institution of the IS, Al-Battar, published an article titled, “They Reached the
Sinai Peninsula in Al-Sham In Order to Raise the Voice of Your Country” by Abu Mus‘ab alGharib. The article opened with a geographical and historical review of the Sinai Peninsula and
referred to the Muslim warlords who passed there throughout history. The article was
published against the backdrop of the Sinai Peninsula’s transformation into a province of the
Islamic State. According to the article, the Sinai Peninsula serves as an important strategic point
from which to attack the Egyptian regime and the Jews. Flanking the Jewish State from the
Golan Heights, Jordan, Lebanon and Egypt guarantees the liberation of the Al-Aqsa Mosque.86



One of the administrators of the Al-Jihad Al-Alami jihadist Web forum published a statement
calling on Muslims to carry out “lone wolf” attacks against Israel. In the statement, the writer
explained that such attacks by mujahideen who are not affiliated with an organization and who
act alone make it very difficult on the military occupiers who do not know how to cope with
such attacks and thwart them. The statement was written during a wave of attacks that took
place in Israel, and in Jerusalem in particular.87

The Maghreb [North Africa]
In Libya, battles continued between rival factions in a multi-party campaign spanning the
entire country. In western Libya, General Khalifa Haftar’s planes continued to bomb sites belonging
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to Fajr Libya (“Libya Dawn”) forces for several consecutive days, while in eastern Libya street fights
broke out in several neighborhoods in the city of Benghazi. 88
In Tunisia, various counter-terrorism operations and declarations took place, including a
statement by the Minister of Interior, Lotfi Ben Jeddou, who accused wealthy entities in the Gulf of
financing terrorist organizations in Tunisia.89 In addition, Tunisia announced the opening of a
dedicated military intelligence agency in the framework of the war on terror.90
Similar declarations denouncing terrorism were made by the President of Algeria, Abdelaziz
Bouteflika, who emphasized the efforts being made by his government to prevent Algeria from
“returning to the fear of terrorism”.91 Despite the steadfast declaration, a journalistic source
revealed that Algeria had refused to take part in air strikes led by France against terrorist
strongholds in Mali since Algeria’s constitution prohibits it from carrying out military operations
outside of its territory.92
In Morocco, the war on terror continued with an emphasis on arrests. Among those arrested
were six men in the kingdom’s northwest who had published a video in which they swore allegiance
to the IS. Another arrest was made outside of the kingdom with the capture of a young Moroccan in
the city of Murcia, in northeast Spain, who had also planned to join the IS. 93

Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb


The jihadist media institution of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb (AQIM), Al-Andalus, published
a video containing an appeal by two Western captives being held by the organization to their
governments to work for their release.
The first captive, a French citizen named Serge Lazarevic, appealed to the President of France,
François Hollande, and noted that his health was failing and, therefore, he should act for his
immediate release. According to him, the Taliban in Afghanistan had released American captive,
Bowe Bergdahl, as a result of negotiations with the United States. He expressed hope that
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France would act similarly for his release. Lazarevic was captured in Mali in 2011 by AQIM
fighters.
The second captive, a Dutch citizen named Sjaak Rijke being held for close to two years, also
noted that he was not in good health and appealed to the Dutch government to have him
released. Rijke was kidnapped in Mali in 2011 from the Timbuktu Hotel in Mali. 94

The video banner showing the two kidnapped Westerners

Tunisia


The Al-Minhaj jihadist media institution, which is involved in publicity for the Islamic State,
published an article by an author named Al-Gharib al-Mutarid regarding points of weakness in
the jihadist system in Tunisia, including:
o The failure to maintain security rules when using the media and social networks.
o The failure to conceal one’s identity when traveling (for example, hiding one’s face from
cameras spread along the roads).
o The failure to compartmentalize sensitive information from family members.
o The assigning of tasks to individuals under enemy surveillance.
o Sharing thoughts about jihad and against the Tunisian regime with individuals who are
loyal to the regime.
o The absence of a systematic doctrine or clear goals for the jihadist group.
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o The absence of an oath of allegiance by a group leader to the leadership of global jihad
in Afghanistan (referring to Mullah Omar, the leader of the Taliban in Afghanistan, and
to Al-Qaeda) or to the Islamic Caliphate (led by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi).
o The absence of appropriate military training for jihad fighters who end up being killed
along with the enemy due to the misuse of roadside charges, etc.
In light of this, the author emphasized the importance of addressing the security aspect in
order to enable a mujahid’s continued operations and prevent him from being exposed to
the enemy. In addition, the author emphasized the importance of an oath of allegiance by
the leadership to the Islamic Caliphate followed by coordination with representatives of the
caliphate in Libya and Algeria.95

Libya


During the second half of November 2014, the Al-Raya jihadist media institution, which serves
as a platform for publications of Ansar al-Sharia in Libya, published the following:
o A propaganda video accusing General Khalifa Haftar of massacring the civilian
population in Libya. The video also documented several revenge attacks that were
carried out by members of the organization against Haftar’s security forces as well as a
raid on an army camp for aerial defense, tank explosions and more. It also stated that
the decision to carry out revenge attacks was made by the organization’s Shura Council
in Benghazi.96

From left to right: Two Ansar al-Sharia fighters preparing for a raid on one of Haftar’s army bases;
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the video banner

o An interview with Sheikh Abu Abdullah al-Libi, a member of the organization’s Shari’a
Committee. In the framework of the interview, al-Libi addressed the five points raised to
him:
1. Who is Ansar al-Sharia? Al-Libi described the organization as a group of youth
who went out to defend the nation and raise the nation’s awareness of the
importance of implementing shari’a in Libya after the fall of Gaddafi. The group
grew as a result of attempts by secular forces in the country (supported by the
West) “to steal the revolution” and promote the values of democracy and
liberalism in Libya. In addition, al-Libi mentioned that Ansar al-Sharia performed
charitable activities and helped the weak and despondent while various political
entities in the country fought against one another.
2. The Reasons for the Media Campaign against Ansar al-Sharia. Al-Libi explained
that Western and secular entities view any group that tries to implement shari’a
on the ground as a radical and terrorist organization that needs to be fought and,
therefore, they attack them in the media. The attack against the organization
was led by media outlets that described themselves as supporters of freedom
and liberty when, in actuality, they are organizations composed of former
Gaddafi supporters. For instance, al-Libi claimed that General Khalifa Haftar is
nothing more than a transformation of Gaddafi’s old army that toes the same
line.
3. The Presentation of Ansar al-Sharia as Takfiris and Kharijites. Al-Libi noted that
efforts were made to present the mujahideen as takfiris (accusing Muslims of
heresy and thus allowing their blood to be shed) and Kharijites in order to
alienate them from the nation. Regarding the issue of takfir, al-Libi emphasized
that Ansar al-Sharia had declared in several statements that they do not consider
other Muslims to be heretics, proof of which can be found in the fact that the
organization gives aid to orphans and poor people.
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4. Reference to “Operation Dignity”. Al-Libi described “Operation Dignity” as an
attempt to restore the lost dignity of Gaddafi’s army, while pointing an accusing
finger at Haftar’s forces who were tempted to believe that Ansar al-Sharia
members were Kharijites. In addition, al-Libi claimed that the attempt to present
the operation in Libya as a battle between the western district and the eastern
district, or as a tribal conflict, was nothing more than an attempt to obscure the
true nature of the war, which was mainly a battle between Islam and the secular
camp. In this context, al-Libi warned tribal leaders in Libya not to be tempted to
collaborate with Western forces – as happened in Iraq – or they will meet a bitter
end. Instead, al-Libi called on the nation to support the mujahideen as they are
the ones that will remain in Libya to protect them and maintain justice.
5. The inclusion of Ansar al-Sharia on the list of terrorist organizations. Al-Libi
mentioned that, despite the fact that many organizations are involved in fighting,
the US and Western countries only declare Islamic organizations as terrorist
organizations. Moreover, the massacre of Muslims in Burma, Central Africa and
Palestine are not denounced as terrorism. Al-Libi ended his interview by
expressing hope that convoys of mujahideen will reach Palestine in order to
liberate the Al-Aqsa Mosque since the real battle is supposed to be waged
against the Jews.97

The interview banner
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o Photos from the Al-Sabri area in Benghazi that documented, among other things,
General Haftar’s acts against the civilian population in the city, including burning
residences and flooding the area with water.98

A photo showing the flooding in the Al-Sabri area



The Sharia Council of Ansar al-Sharia in Libya published an article titled, “Is What is Happening
in Libya a War Against Terrorism – An Analysis of the Real State of Affairs in Libya”. In the
article, the writer referred to the civil war in the country and presented “Operation Dignity”, led
by General Khalifa Haftar, as an attempt to divert from its course the revolution that overthrew
the dictator Gaddafi in 2011. The writer claimed that in order to truly finish the revolution, it
was not enough to topple Gaddafi but rather they need to uproot the remnants of the old
regime and eradicate Western involvement in the country.
The writer claimed that the remnants of the old regime in Haftar’s leadership waged a political
and propaganda war against Islam using various means, including: a battle against shari’a, a
media campaign against Islamic organizations, and the takeover of Libya’s military, security and
political apparatuses. Specifically, the writer came out against the political isolation law in Libya,
which prohibits members of Gaddafi’s regime from joining the new government but essentially
allows the old regime to exist under a new pretext.
In the article, the writer went on to describe Ansar al-Sharia and emphasized that the
organization was not born overnight but rather operated for many years against Gaddafi’s
regime and for the sake of the Libyan Nation. In addition, the writer claimed that a smear
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campaign was being waged against the organization, including false accusations against the
organization for assassinations that it did not really commit, in an attempt to lay the
groundwork to justify the “war on terror”. Regarding the presentation of the mujahideen in
Libya as Takfiris and Kharijites, the writer claimed that the comparison between the belief
system of the two groups proves their dissimilarity to one another (for instance, the writer
explained that, as opposed to the Kharijites, the mujahideen do not consider the subjects of a
heretic regime to be heretics themselves). Tyrants portray jihadists in this manner in order to
fight against Islam and Muslims.
In addition, the writer accused the West and its representatives of attempting to portray the
conflict in Libya as a political, economic or tribal war when it is really a war between faiths. The
writer concluded the article by calling on Muslims to internalize this insight and to understand
that the real battle being waged today is between Islam and secularism. The writer explained
that only once they understand this will Muslims be able to achieve victory and get out of the
situation in which the Muslim Nation finds itself today.99

The article banner

The Islamic State in Libya


Three Libyan provinces – Barqa (referring to Cyrenaica in the east), Tripoli (in the West) and
Fezzan (in the south) – were declared to be official provinces of the Islamic State. Among other
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things, an oath of allegiance to the IS by residents of Barqa Province was published,100 as was a
filmed review of IS militants in Tripoli.101

An oath of allegiance to the IS in Barqa Province in Libya



The Islamic State in Barqa Province in Libya published the following:
o A filmed review of the Al-Hisba Bureau that operates in the province. In Muslim history,
the Al-Hisba Bureau served as a religious body charged with overseeing the promotion
of virtue and prevention of vice as well as public order and morality. The filmed review
did not detail the roles of the bureau in Libya but its members were shown talking to
passer-by on the street and handing out leaflets in the market.102
o A filmed review documenting the “repentance” of officials from the Ministry of Interior,
the Ministry of Defense and the Ministry of Justice in the province. The photos showed
dozens of “repentant” people accompanied by captions that described the joy of the
mujahideen during the ceremony.103
o A filmed review of a rally attended by hundreds of people under the slogan, “The First
Meeting – the Caliphate according to Prophetic Methodology”. According to the
publication, this dawah assembly was held in order to break the barrier between
Muslims in Libya and the IS, and to present it “as it truly is and not in the distorted
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manner that it is presented in the media”.104
o A list of reports about attacks that were carried out by its members, including a car
bomb attack at Al-Hassah Airport.105 The announcement was published under the title,
“Libya is a Cemetery for Enemies of Islam”.


A prominent visitor to the Al-Minbar Al-Alami Al-Jihadi Web forum reported the death of
Mohammed al-Zahawwi, the leader of Ansar al-Sharia in Libya. The report included words of
praise for al-Zahawwi, and stated that he was one of the first leaders to hurry to the aid of the
mujahideen in Syria and provide them with weapons, money and supplies.106

Mohammed Al-Zahawwi

Egypt
Ajnad Misr


The Al-Kinana jihadist media institution, which serves as a platform for Ajnad Misr, published a
video documenting its members’ operations against Egyptian security forces. 107

Nigeria
Boko Haram
Boko Haman continued to massacre the Christian civilian population. In northeast Nigeria,
104
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along the border with Chad, the organization killed 48 fish merchants, 108 and in the city of Kano in
northeast Nigeria, at least 120 worshippers were killed in a suicide attack carried out by two suicide
terrorists at a mosque in the city center.109 Meanwhile, the Nigerian army scored some victories in
its fight against the organization. It re-took control over Gombi, Pelia and Hong in northeast
Nigeria.110 The Cameroon army also reported that it had killed over 100 Boko Haram fighters in a
raid on a training camp in the country.111

Somalia
Al-Shabab Al-Mujahideen, the most prominent jihadist organization in Somalia, continued to
carry out attacks at an increasing rate.
On November 16, 2014 Al-Shabab claimed that it had launched mortar bombs at the
presidential palace in Mogadishu, the capital of Somalia. A government spokesman was quick to
deny the report and stated that no mortar had landed on the palace grounds.112
On November 23, 2014 Al-Shabab carried out a large attack in northern Kenya. Al-Shabab
militants attacked a bus and killed 28 non-Muslim passengers. The gunmen separated the Muslim
and non-Muslim passengers, and shot the non-Muslims in the head. According to Al-Shabab, the
attack was carried out in revenge for attacks by Kenyan security forces on mosques in Mombasa.113

Kazakhstan
o A video titled, “Race towards Good”, which documented several militants from Kazakhstan
joining the Islamic State as a result of the “Crusader aggression” being waged against the
organization. In addition to showing training for adults, a significant part of the video was
dedicated to the ideological, theoretical (religious, Quran and Arabic studies), and
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operational (physical fitness and weapons) training for children. The video’s
communications were delivered in English, Kazakh and Arabic.114

A jihadist training camp for children in Kazakhstan

The West


Sheikh Anjem Choudary, a radical Islamic preacher in England, continued to publish
controversial correspondence on his Twitter account. During the second half of November
2014, Choudary posted several tweets (see examples below) regarding the importance of the
implementation of shari’a in Britain, criticism of the British educational system, and more. 115

Tweets that Choudary posted to his Twitter account



The jihadist media institution of the IS, Al-Hayat, published a video titled, “What are You
Waiting For?” The video showed several activists who burned their French passports and then
called on Muslims in France to carry out attacks in the country if they are unable to perform
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hijra to Syria or Iraq. Three of the activists – who appeared under the names Abu Usama, Abu
Maryam and Abu Salman – were filmed holding a rifle or sword and called for the French to be
terrorized in any way possible, including with weapons, vehicles or even poison. The
communications were made in French and included Arabic and English translation.116

Abu Maryam encourages Muslims to carry out attacks in France
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ABOUT THE ICT
Founded in 1996, the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) is one of the leading
academic institutes for counter-terrorism in the world, facilitating international cooperation in the
global struggle against terrorism. ICT is an independent think tank providing expertise in terrorism,
counter-terrorism, homeland security, threat vulnerability and risk assessment, intelligence analysis
and national security and defense policy. ICT is a non-profit organization located at the
Interdisciplinary Center (IDC), Herzliya, Israel which relies exclusively on private donations and
revenue from events, projects and programs.

ABOUT THE JIHADI MONITORING GROUP

The Jihadi Websites Monitoring Group (JWMG) is a specialized research and analysis team at the
International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT). Composed of researchers fluent in Arabic, the
JWMG monitors websites that support and serve the Global Jihad organizations. The unique
characteristic of JWMG publications is the team's integration of diverse materials from a wide
variety of Arabic sources. JWMG connects each source to larger trends, providing a complete
understanding of events on both a local and a global scale.

Click here for a list of online JWMG publications

For tailored research please contact us at JWMG@ict.org.il.
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